As a result of 2L Day, 3L/4L Eve, LL.M., and M.S.L. registration, the following classes are closed:

6218-12 Prof Responsibility & Ethics (Cohen)
6262-10 Corporation Law Seminar (Mitchell)
6346-20 Estate Planning and Drafting (Nudelman)
6364-10 White Collar Crime (Eliason)
6395-10 Constitutional Law/Supreme Crt (Colby)
6399-10 Constitutional Law Seminar (Cottrol)
6513-40 Selected Topics in Gov't Con. (Chiarella)
6640-21 Trial Advocacy (Gilligan)
6640-22 Trial Advocacy (Wayne)
6646-20 Mediation (Harvey)
6648-11 Negotiations (Keenan)
6648-12 Negotiations (Falk)
6648-40 Negotiations (Ray)
6652-12 Legal Drafting (Saltzman)
6653-10 Advanced Appellate Advocacy (Hashem)
6655-10 Advanced Legal Research (TBA)
6871-11 U.S. Foreign Relations Law (Murphy)